Many senior care providers have invested heavily in analytics and reporting capabilities in order to enact organizational improvement programs. Data Relay enables providers to combine key PointClickCare EHR data with other organizational data to broaden the scope of their analysis, improve care levels and positively impact their bottom line. It improves reporting efficiency with automated, regularly scheduled data updates, eliminating time-consuming, manual report set-up steps.

Data Relay provides:

- Timely, automated access to subsets of PointClickCare EHR data
- Capability to combine EHR data with other organizational data sets
- Flexibility to create or customize reporting using the provider’s own reporting systems

What is Data Relay?

Data Relay is a regularly scheduled data extract of key EHR data from the provider’s PointClickCare EHR database. The extracted data can be used by providers to go beyond the native reporting capabilities of PointClickCare to create provider-specific metrics or dashboards, and can be merged with other corporate or 3rd party data for a broader perspective on operations. Data Relay offers the flexibility needed to leverage EHR data to best serve the organization as a whole.
How does Data Relay work?

With Data Relay, providers automatically receive a regular feed of key EHR data from their PointClickCare database. Delivered on an hourly schedule and as sets of data views, providers can import the data into their own databases, reporting tools and 3rd party systems as they see fit. Available data sets currently include:

- Facility
- Bed, Room & Unit
- System Codes
- Patient
- MDS Assessments
- Insurance
- Contacts
- Payer
- Census
- Stay & Episode of Care
- Billing & Accounts Receivable
- Security/Users

How do providers benefit?

**Improved Organizational Effectiveness** – Combine with other 3rd party data to get an expanded view of provider’s operations.

**Enhanced Insights** – Use as a basis for creating organization-specific metrics and dashboards, tailored to the provider’s programs and business needs.

**Increased Efficiency** – Incorporate into existing corporate dashboards for quick, at-a-glance, organization-wide analysis.

To learn more about Data Relay, contact your PointClickCare Account Representative today, call 1.800.277.5889 or complete the form www.pointclickcare.com/contact-us.

PointClickCare, the leading cloud-based software platform for the senior care market, helps healthcare providers meet the challenges of senior care by enabling them to achieve the business results that matter – enriching the lives of their residents, improving financial and operational health, and mitigating risk. Recently recognized as the 2014 #1 long-term care software vendor by KLAS Research, PointClickCare’s cloud-based software platform takes a person-centered approach to managing senior care, connecting healthcare providers across the senior care continuum with easy to use, regulatory compliant solutions for improved resident outcomes, enhanced financial performance, and staff optimization. Over 10,000 senior care facilities use PointClickCare today, making it the North American healthcare IT market leader for the senior care industry. For more information on PointClickCare’s ONC certified software solutions, please visit www.pointclickcare.com, or follow us on Twitter @PointClickCare.